WHAT WE’VE BEEN UP TO

• Preparing for and troubleshooting CPoS

• F23 Registration Aftermath & SP24 Banner Load Testing

• Enhancement Requests
  • Banner 9
  • Navigate

• Discussing DegreeWorks Responsive Dashboard
CPOS

• Still a thing…

• Will begin running reports and notifying students this summer for FA24

• FAQs: tinyurl.com/CPOSforUSC
FALL 2023 REGISTRATION AFTERMATH

• Conversations with DoIT and the Registrar teams...

• Recommended spreading out time tickets

• Revision of some of the registration error messages that students see

• Assisted with coordination of Banner Load Testing
18. If you encountered any problems while processing overrides, please describe them here. If you received an error message, please place a screenshot of it in the Banner Load Testing Teams chat.
BANNER 9 ENHANCEMENT REQUESTS

• Search by attribute (e.g. search by Carolina Core code) Complete

• Concise Student Schedule Complete

• Look Up Classes (shows how many students are enrolled) Complete

• Advisee Grade Summary In progress...
NAVIGATE ENHANCEMENT REQUESTS
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Help Center & Support Links

- Help Center
- Idea Portal
- Community
- Status Page
- EAB.com
NAVIGATE ENHANCEMENT REQUESTS

(make appointment summaries visible to students)
Give advisors the option to share Appointment Summaries with students.

Help Center > Idea Portal > Strategic Care Ideas - Faculty/Staff Facing Functionality
Rebecca Boyd (she/her) December 06, 2023 11:54

individual basis, to share Appointment Summaries with students.
Give advisors the option to share Appointment Summaries with students.

Add the Visibility check box that currently exists under Notes to make it possible for advisors to also choose, on an individual basis, to share Appointment Summaries with students.

Visibility

☐ Rebecca Boyd (she/her) Only?

☐ Samuel Bolton?
DEGREEWORKS RESPONSIVE DASHBOARD

• Access [here](#).
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• Access [here](#).

• Functionality remains basically the same, but with new updated look.

• Degree percentages will be removed, as they cause confusion.
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DEGREEWORKS RESPONSIVE DASHBOARD

• The sections are collapsible now with a "Collapse all" feature

• Freeze is now "Save Audit"

• Will run in parallel with the old DegreeWorks until mid-June.
  o After that, we'll only have the Responsive Dashboard.
THANKS TO OUR VILLAGE!

Ali Mathwig and Rebecca Boyd
Advising Tech Subcommittee Co-Chairs
Signing off!! 😊